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TEENAGE MUTANT NINJA TURTLES #1 RECALLED COLOR EDITION TMNT #1 - Produced for the 25th
anniversary of the Teenage Mutant Ninja Turtles!  Don't miss out on this low print run collectible!

This one had a PLEASE DESTROY NOTICE the day it released.  We're not sure of all the errors but the most obvious is the BOLD text
of the forward written by Dan.  The corrected edition had a regular font style - no bold - which was awesome because you can actually
read it.  Did this encompass the entire print run?  How many were destroyed?  Could this be as rare as the original TMNT #1? 

TMNT #1 FULL COLOR ONE SHOT
MIRAGE STUDIOS

(W/A) Kevin Eastman, Peter Laird
As the year winds down and Mirage's 25th anniversary comes to a close, we celebrate the momentous first issue by printing the comic in
all-new full color for the first time ever! Long-time Mirage Studios colorist Steve Lavigne returns to add his blazing hues to this classic tale
of love and revenge by Eastman and Laird!

NOTE YOU ARE ONLY GETTING THE ONE ERROR EDITION HERE.  We've shown you both editions, below, so that you can see the
difference but you are NOT buying both editions in this lisintg.
 
ABOUT THE TMNT #1 COLOR MISPRINT EDITION - The notice that was sent to retailers read
"TMNT #1 Full-Color One-Shot Misprint Advisory  Please note that Mirage Studios’ TMNT #1 Full-color One-shot (SEP090918F) shipped
with a printing error.
At the request of the publisher, retailers are requested to destroy any copies of the book that they currently have on hand.
Replacement copies will ship to retailers on Wednesday, December 2.
 
This is the cover and inside front cover of the error edition. Note that ALL of the text, inside the front cover is in bold.  See the small clip
below as well.

 



This clip better shows the BOLD font.

This is the corrected edition of the book.  Note that the font is no longer in bold.  See the clip below for additional. 



Note that the font has been corrected in this edition

Thanks very much for checking out our item. 

Please check out our >> other auctions for more great items!

Feel free to ask questions and buy with confidence!

You are only bidding / purchasing the item(s) listed here!  We often use a stock photo for our listings.  If you're not sure please just
drop us an email and ask.

We hope to earn your POSITIVE FEEDBACK as well as 5 FULL STARS * * * * * in the DETAILED SELLER RATINGS.  Before you
leave us less than a perfect score please let us know what we could have done to make your shopping experience better.

UNLESS OTHERWISE noted all of our comic books are in better than VERY FINE condition.  We will always pull the best copies



we can for you.  

WANT TO GET YOUR STUFF FASTER?  Upgrade your shipping from the first option to the second (usually PRIORITY)!  The cost is
minimal to upgrade.  Get it quick - get it safe - get it cheap!  UPGRADE YOUR SHIPPING NOW!

We strive to earn your positive feedback and 5 STARS on the Detailed Seller Ratings.  Let us know what we can do to make this
happen!

We are always happy to combine shipping & save you money.   Items with FREE shipping can add additional items at no additional
charge.  We'll reduce shipping on other multi-item orders.  PLEASE ALLOW US TO INVOICE YOU FOR MULTIPLE PURCHASES.

*** INTERNATIONAL BUYERS - Priority Mail shipping envelopes can only hold so much.  We will ALWAYS find you the best rate to save
you the most money.

****   AUTOMATIC COMBINED SHIPPING DISCOUNT is NOT available on International orders.  Of course, we will be happy to
invoice you accordingly and you will still save money!

****   Canadian Collectors: There is a special shipping rate for you to select on check out. CHOOSE CANADA from the drop down
menu and pick the cheapest one. This is for airmail to CANADA. 

We try to keep up with the changes in the US postal system.  If rates change at anytime we will let you know, as soon as we
know!

THANKS AGAIN FOR SHOPPING WITH US!  Please feel welcome to drop us an email anytime!  We hope to earn your repeat
business.

Powered by eBay Turbo Lister
The free listing tool. List your items fast and easy and manage your active items.

PLEASE NOTE THAT FREE SHIPPING IS ALWAYS MEDIA MAIL (when applicable) and is THE SLOWEST FORM OF SHIPPING! If you want
your item faster then please choose to upgrade your shipping.

Thanks very much for checking out our item. 
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